control the impact of gross errors in GNSS data and improve the accuracy and reliability of the GNSS navigation and positioning solutions. The next two articles, "Exploring Urban Population Forecasting and Spatial Distribution Modeling with Artificial Intelligence Technology" by Zou et al. [Zou, Zhang and Min (2019) ], and "Inferring Spatial Distribution Patterns in Web Maps for Land Cover Mapping" by Liu et al. [Liu, Lan and Xing (2019) ], demonstrate the benefits of GIS technology to geospatial data modeling and analysis. The former uses powerful GIS spatial analysis tools to construct the high spatial and temporal distribution model of urban population and the later explores the spatial distribution patterns in Web Maps to improve the land cover map production on a larger scale. The next three articles focus on image data processing and applications. "Monitoring Multiple Cropping Index of Henan Province, China Based on MODIS-EVI Time Series Data and Savitzky-Golay Filtering Algorithm" by Wang et al. [Wang, Feng, Shen et al. (2019) ]; and "Frequency Domain Filtering SAR Interferometric Phase Noise Using the Amended Matrix Pencil Model" by Gao et al. ] investigate RS image data processing methods and techniques. Yu et al. [Yu, Wang, Zhi et al (2019) ]'s article "3D Imaging Reconstruction of a Fiber Using Sequential MultiFocus Images" proposes a new 3D image reconstruction method of fiber system filtering material using optical microscopic image processing technology. The last two articles examine how to apply geospatial data to the environment monitoring and mining deformation monitoring. "Optimization of Well Position and Sampling Frequency for Groundwater Monitoring and Inverse Identification of Contamination Source Conditions Using Bayes' Theorem" by Zhang et al. [Zhang, Liu, Qiang et al. (2019) ], proposes a method to optimize the monitoring well geospatial location and monitoring frequency for identifying groundwater contamination sources. "A DataIntensive FLAC 3D Computation Model: Application of Geospatial Big Data to Predict Mining Induced Subsidence" by Gong et al. [Gong and Guo (2019) ], introduces the big data analytics to the surface subsidence monitoring in mining areas for the first time and a significant improvement of subsidence prediction accuracy is obtained. In summary, we have entered a golden age of digital innovation, in which big data plays a central role. The publication of this special issue is very timely as big data is regarded as a driver of technological innovation, industry competition as well as commercial productivity. We thank all authors for submitting high quality manuscripts and the reviewers for their participation in the review process. Finally, we thank the entire editorial team for their commitment and support in publishing this special issue.
